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Abstract—In this article, we present a control framework for
reactive mobile manipulation of robotic systems with a large
number of actuated degrees of freedom (DOF). We apply the
concept to the humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin of the German
Aerospace Center (DLR). As service robotics is expected to
be established in households and human environments in the
near future, we consider relevant aspects like safety, compliance
and robust task execution. The multi-DOF manipulator achieves
an interactive redundancy resolution while planning algorithms
only have to be applied to the low-dimensional operational
space concerning task execution. Various experiments have been
conducted, e.g., on reaching of a remote object, human-robot
interaction, and self-collision avoidance of the manipulator. The
results can serve as an interface to (re-)planning methods. Thanks
to its interactivity, the approach can be applied in dynamic
environments.
Index Terms—Mobile Manipulation, Redundancy, Force Con-
trol, Whole-Body Control, Impedance Control
I. INTRODUCTION
As a result of intensive research over the last decades,
several robotic systems are approaching a level of maturity that
allows robust task execution and safe interaction with humans
and the environment. Particularly, when considering the aging
of the population, service and household robotics is expected
to play an important role in future domestic environments. In
order to provide the ability to accomplish a huge range of tasks
with different requirements, it appears to be inevitable to equip
the robot with a large number of degrees of freedom (DOF).
Just imagine an allegedly simple service task like filling a glass
with water and placing it on a table. A variety of constraints
has to be dealt with simultaneously: No liquid shall be slopped,
collisions with the environment must be avoided and possible
interactions with humans residing in the workspace of the
robot have to be handled properly. And that is only a selection
of objectives which indicates the necessity of a large number
of DOF.
Another important topic concerns the motion characteristics
of the manipulator. Who wants to have a service robot at home
which behaves unpredictably compared to a human being?
However, imitating human behavior and projecting it onto a
robotic system is a big challenge [1].
But apart from appearance, versatility, and dexterity, another
aspect is still more crucial: Safety, as Isaac Asimov stated
in his 1st law in 1942: A robot may not injure a human
being or, through inaction, allow a human being to come
to harm. Beside applying sophisticated strategies to prevent
dangerous situations in advance, the robot must also be capable
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Fig. 1. Mobile humanoid Rollin’ Justin of the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) with 51 actuated degrees of freedom.
of feeling contact forces so as to react properly if a situation
with physical human-robot interaction occurs [2].
Whether in movies or the press coverage, mainly humanoid
robots are shown when robotic systems are addressed. From an
engineering point of view, it is a big challenge to coordinate
such a large number of degrees of freedom simultaneously.
Beside humanoid robots like Honda’s ASIMO [3], Robonaut
2 [4] and the HRP-2 robot [5], a variety of wheeled sys-
tems has been developed: Rollin’ Justin [6], ARMAR-III [7],
TWENDY-ONE [8], PR2 [9], to name just a few examples.
But regardless of the specific structure of the system, the
requirement of handling several objectives simultaneously is
a common property. These range from features like precise
task execution, collision avoidance and the compliance with
physical constraints to higher level objectives as the realization
of desired postures or maintaining the manipulability.
Based on the operational space formulation [10], many dif-
ferent methods have been developed for planning and reactive
control of such systems [11], [12], [13]. In [14], multiple
tasks are performed simultaneously on a biped humanoid robot
in a whole-body control framework including issues like the
control of the center of mass, obstacle avoidance and posture
control. In [15], Brock and Khatib introduced the elastic strips
framework that allows to execute previously planned motions
in a dynamic environment. They reactively adapt to changes
in the environment, e. g., when an obstacle is approaching
the manipulator. The majority of these control strategies rests
upon the design of artificial repulsive/attractive potential fields
[16]. Having a large number of DOF, however, raises the
question of a proper redundancy resolution. Especially when
potential field-based strategies are applied, the problem of
local minima in the case of competing objectives is crucial. An
early technique by Siciliano and Slotine [17] utilizes the null
space projection to derive joint velocities which execute a low
priority task without disturbing any task with higher priority.
Sentis and Khatib proceeded similarly in order to realize a
hierarchy of behavioral primitives [11]. Another example for
a consistent installation of a hierarchy can be found in [18],
wherein a measure is imposed which indicates the feasibility
of a task operating in the null space of a higher priority task.
That coefficient may then lead to a transition changing the
priority order in real-time. To integrate unilateral constraints
into such a hierarchy, Mansard et al. proposed a control law
based on a specific inverse operator so as to smooth the
activation/deactivation process of subtasks [19].
As this article is about reactive, dynamic mobile manip-
ulation, we have to define that term in the first place. In
this context, reactive represents the ability to locally react on
unpredictable, unmodeled dynamics and environments [16].
The word dynamic expresses the motion characteristics of
the mobile manipulator. Motions are not executed slowly but
they are fast enough such that dynamic effects have to be
considered due to their significant influence. In the literature,
mobile manipulation is mostly treated as a static problem to
be solved in the high-dimensional configuration space [20].
Dynamic effects are taken into account quite scarcely [11],
[14]. In this work, we incorporate the dynamics of the system.
Moreover, we do not consider physical constraints on the
planning level [21] but handle them reactively by utilizing the
redundant DOF.
The article integrates the newest results of the robotic
community on reactive, dynamic mobile manipulation control
in a consistent framework, and gives solutions to several still
open questions. The proposed framework allows to demon-
strate the methodologies on a highly complex robotic system
(see Fig. 1) with torque control interface at a high level of
reliability and performance. The implementation in a 1 ms
cycle comprises the simultaneous consideration of 9 reactive
tasks which are integrated into a hierarchy with two basic
levels. A further subdivision of these two levels is performed to
specify the robot behavior in greater detail. Some of the tasks
are highlighted in particular: A newly developed passivity-
based algorithm for reactive avoidance of self-collisions [22] is
presented and integrated into the whole-body control concept.
Furthermore, dynamic singularities which describe a charac-
teristic problem of non-holonomic platforms are dealt with
by applying recently developed methods [23]. Experiments
demonstrate the advantage of a variable footprint of the mobile
base. Moreover, we focus on posture control and how to
maintain the manipulability of the arms. Additionally, we
give a short insight into a new concept for singularity-robust
null space projections [24] which enhances the framework.
In previous works, we have demonstrated the coordination
between fingers and arms in terms of reactive two-handed ma-
nipulation. Here, the complete robot is controlled, utilizing all
TABLE I
ACTUATED DEGREES OF FREEDOM
Subsystem DOF Control Mode
Torso 3 Torque
Arms 2 × 7 Torque
Hands 2 × 12 Torque
Neck 2 Position/Velocity
Platform & Legs 8 Position/Velocity∑
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Fig. 2. Kinematic model of the robot illustrating the joints, the tool center
points (TCP), the respective frames Hr, Hl ∈ SE(3), and the high level
velocity interface vdx , v
d
y and v
d
θ [25] of the mobile base. The platform legs
are not depicted.
51 DOF. The passivity-based whole-body control framework
provides robust task execution which can be defined in the
intuitive, low-dimensional Cartesian space. Hence, planning
time can be saved significantly. Compared to admittance con-
trolled systems, utilizing the torque interface allows compliant
interaction with the environment and humans residing in the
workspace of the robot. An extensive experimental section
demonstrates the performance of our concept, validating com-
pliant human-robot interaction, complex task execution and
robot safety.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Our humanoid robot consists of an upper body system which
is mounted on an omnidirectional, non-holonomic mobile
base, see Fig. 1. The latter has a variable footprint which is
realized by four extendable legs at whose ends the wheels
are placed. The torque controlled upper body consisting of
a torso, two arms, and two hands, is augmented by a head
which is mounted on a position controlled pan-tilt unit. A
stereo vision camera system is integrated in the head. The
kinematic structure of the robot is illustrated in Fig. 2 and the
total number of 51 actuated degrees of freedom is grouped by
subsystem and control mode in Table I.
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Fig. 3. Controller architecture for dynamic whole-body motions with 9 simultaneous tasks. The joint controllers of the robot (right) are fed by the redundancy
resolution block (left) which gets input from the planning layer (center, top).
III. CONTROL APPROACH
This section starts with an overview of our controller
architecture for dynamic whole-body mobile manipulation.
Afterward, the basic components of that concept are explained
in detail. First, the joint level controllers and their interfaces
are presented. As ensuring safety is a crucial requirement in
our framework, we continue with safety features before the
treatment of physical constraints is specified. Subsequently,
we give insight into our approach for robust task execution
and various further subtasks as maintaining the manipulability
of the arms or desired posture behaviors. The section ends with
a short discussion on reactive control in general. Capabilities
and limitations of reactivity are outlined.
A. Overall Controller Architecture
The schematic whole-body motion concept [26] is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Fundamentally, one can divide the structure
into three basic components. On the right, the robot model
is shown. The torque controlled upper body and the velocity
controlled mobile base provide measurements q ∈ R43 and
an estimation of the platform odometry Xodo ∈ R3. An
admittance coupling for the mobile base transforms the desired
torques and forces into applicable commands for the kinematic
velocity controller of the platform. At the top of Fig. 3,
the high level logic is placed. In general, that includes the
localization, planning algorithms, and the trajectory generation
concerning the TCPs and desired postures of the robot. On the
left, the redundancy resolution is illustrated for the generic
case. Therein, a variety of 9 simultaneous tasks is considered
which will be particularized in the remainder of this section.
B. Design Choice of the Subtasks
The natural question arises: Which criteria are relevant for
the choice and prioritization of appropriate (sub-)tasks? At first
glance, the selection in Fig. 3 (left side) may seem arbitrary.
However, it follows some basic and intuitive rules that are
essential for a proper robotic behavior. In this respect, we have
drawn up four types of basic requirements that should be met:
1) safety,
2) physical constraints,
3) task execution,
4) posture primitives.
In our opinion, these four categories describe the key aspects.
Considering such a guideline for the selection of the involved
tasks is not a novelty but an intuitive basis of many well-known
whole-body control approaches as [11].
Concerning the prioritization among these requirements,
safety is usually located at the top end. By contrast, a posture
primitive typically relates to a favored, though not essential
task as effort minimization [14] or a desired posture [11].
Therefore, that aspect is suited as the lowest priority level and
may be carried out if sufficient structural redundancy is left.
The placement of the remaining two items in the list is more
ambiguous. Although several physical constraints are crucial
to prevent severe damage of the manipulator (e.g. avoidance
of hitting joint limits), it might be reasonable to give higher
priority to the task execution in some cases. That applies, for
example, if the manipulator is sufficiently redundant w.r.t. the
main task. Then the compliance with these physical constraints
can be provided and the task execution does not have to be
interfered by those tasks which are often defined by unilateral
constraints. And that leads us directly to the second reason for
an exchange of the physical constraints and the task execution
within the hierarchy: The integration of unilateral, physical
constraints into the higher levels of a task hierarchy causes
additional problems in terms of discontinuities in the control
law [19]. We will present a new solution to that problem for
torque controlled robots in Sec. III-H.
Let us now return to the particular controller structure
depicted in Fig. 3. The safety aspect is addressed by algorithms
for collision avoidance with external objects and self-collision
avoidance. A more detailed discussion on that topic will be
given in Sec. III-D. The issue of physical constraints par-
ticularly depends on the specific structure and characteristics
of the considered system (Sec. III-E). In the case of Justin,
physical limitations are reached in singular configurations of
the mobile base. The design of a proper singularity avoidance
is an appropriate remedy. Apart from that, the existence of
mechanical end stops of the joints has to be taken into
account. Task execution is realized by a Cartesian impedance,
which is described in Sec. III-F. The last point in the list
comprises additional posture behaviors or posture primitives
[11], respectively. The structural redundancy of multi-DOF
robots like Justin can be utilized to realize, for example,
specific head poses, desired torso orientations, or arm postures.
We restrict to torso and base postures as well as to non-singular
arm configurations in Sec. III-G.
The total number of 9 tasks is a particular choice we have
made here. Actually, the number, selection, and parameteriza-
tion depends on many different aspects as the type of the main
task, the structure of the environment, the desired dynamical
behavior, and so forth. As an example, we recall the mentioned
physical limitations of the mobile platform. They are only
relevant for highly dynamic motions with fast rotations. In
the case of slow tasks, they can be ignored. However, there
are also indispensable tasks like the collision avoidance with
external objects or the self-collision avoidance. As long as a
reactive strategy is pursued, the danger of collisions must not
be neglected. Besides, many physical constraints also have to
be considered in any case in order to avoid damage of the
manipulator itself. Think of a proper handling of mechanical
end stops of joints as an example.
C. Joint Level Control
The basic control mechanisms of our humanoid can be
divided into a dynamic and a kinematic part. On the one
hand, the torque sensing in the upper body allows torque
control. The respective framework introduced in [27] is well-
established and validated by now. Therein, the torque feedback
action is interpreted as a scaling of the apparent motor inertia.
On the other hand, the mobile base is controlled in the
kinematic domain via a dynamic feedback linearization [25].
As illustrated in Fig. 2 the algorithm makes it possible to
apply velocity commands in the Cartesian directions instead of
considering the alignment of wheel velocities and orientations
separately. However, platform torque commands τ b ∈ R3
cannot be applied unmodified. In this context, we utilize an
admittance coupling:
Mbv˙
d +Dbv
d = τ b (1)
The desired velocities that are input of the kinematic con-
troller are expressed by vd = (vdx v
d
y v
d
θ )
T . Applying such
an admittance allows to set a virtual platform inertia Mb.
Analogously, damping can be injected via Db. The access to
the neck joints is related to this approach but will be specified
in a later section.
D. Ensuring Robot Safety
In our approach, the aspect of safety is taken into account
by three separate technologies:
Fig. 4. Collision model consisting of 28 hulls (left arm: 8, right arm: 8,
mobile base: 5, torso: 4, head: 2, floor: 1).
• Torque sensing in the upper body joints facilitates com-
pliant behavior which allows safe physical human-robot
interaction that avoids clamping situations due to collision
detection [2].
• As the mobile base is velocity controlled and not
equipped with force/torque sensors, hitting an object
would not be recognized. For this reason, four time-
of-flight cameras are integrated into the platform frame.
Based on these, artificial repulsive potential fields can be
designed to repel the platform from detected objects.
• The large number of DOF of Rollin’ Justin requires
appropriate handling of self-collision scenarios. A
passive, reactive, potential field-based algorithm [22] has
been developed which we will present in the following:
Initially, we determine potentially colliding body parts and
generate repulsive forces between them in the second step.
To this end, we have established a geometrical model which
consists of spherically extended convex hulls placed around
the robot body links, see Fig. 4 (right). Based on that virtual
model, an efficient distance computation algorithm [28] has
been adapted that outputs np point pairs on potentially col-
liding body links in real-time (sampling time: 1 ms). Finally,
these pairs are used to generate the repulsive forces.
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Fig. 5. Admittance simulation to incorporate position controlled joints
(subscript pc) into a force/torque control framework. The reference input qr
is deviated and the desired joint configuration qd results.
Feasible self-collision avoidance torques τ coll can be de-
rived by
τ coll = −
(
∂Vcoll(q)
∂q
)T
−Dcoll(q)q˙ , (2)
wherein Vcoll(q) describes a repulsive potential field sited
on the surface of the collision model with respect to the
joint configuration q. Damping is injected by the positive
semi-definite damping matrix Dcoll(q). For its evaluation, we
consider the actual inertia distribution M(q):
Dcoll(q) = D (M(q),Kcoll(q), ζ) (3)
In (3), Kcoll(q) describes the actual, virtual potential stiffness.
As damping method D, we apply the double diagonalization
approach [29] in order to realize desired damping ratios ζ. The
elements of ζ relate to the np contact point pairs and specify
the damping behavior in the respective collision direction.
If subsystems without force/torque sensing are represented
in the collision model, the respective self-collision avoidance
torques have to be transformed into proper joint trajectories
for the position controlled subsystems. Considering our robot,
such an admittance interface has to be utilized for the two
neck joints as well as for the mobile platform (1). Fig. 5
illustrates the approach schematically. The torque τ pc deviates
a reference joint trajectory qr and results in qd which can
be directly applied. An easy realization of the admittance
simulation is a linear mass-spring-damper relation.
In experiments [22] it turned out that the choice of a
configuration dependent damping is an effective means to
specifically dissipate kinetic energy which is stored within
moving body links. Fig. 6 (left) shows the initial configuration
during such an experiment. The robot is controlled in gravity
compensation mode1 and the user throws the left forearm onto
the right one, see Fig. 6 (right). We repeated the experiment
for different damping parameterizations which range from zero
damping (ζ = 0) to an overdamped system with ζ = 1.3.
Fig. 7 takes account of the most critical body pairs which are
”Left Hand & Right Hand” and ”Left Hand & Right Wrist”.
The upper plots show the distance between the involved links.
Apparently, a higher damping leads to a significantly slower
motion when the links are diverging again. After penetrating
the potential fields at a distance of d0 = 0.15 m, repulsive
forces are generated which are depicted in the second row
diagrams. Consistently with the penetration of the potential
fields in the upper plots, a higher damping requires lower
repulsive forces in general. Finally, the bottom graphs show
1Static gravity compensation is achieved by utilizing the torque control
interface and a configuration dependent model of the inertia distribution of
the manipulator.
Fig. 6. Starting position (left) and snapshot during the experiment on self-
collision avoidance (right).
the computed damping forces. The fact that they are not con-
tinuously differentiable is due to the choice of the potentials
as C2 functions. The C0 damping force directly depends
on the stiffness, i. e., the second derivative of the potential
function. Beside the depicted contact point pairs in Fig. 7,
several additional repulsions between potentially colliding
links emerge during the experiment. In the considered case,
a total number of 14 pairs is involved.
E. Complying with Physical Constraints
Depending on the mechanical structure of the robot,
various issues concerning physical limitations have to be
handled appropriately. Probably the most common one refers
to mechanical end stops of joints. A well-known method to
prevent impacts on the drives is to avoid regions around the
mechanical limit stops. Mostly, artificial potential fields are
designed to repel from those undesired configurations. In order
not to constrict the working range of the robot, these fields are
supposed to be unilateral and as small as possible. However,
integrating unilateral constraints into a task hierarchy requires
proper handling of the activation/deactivation process. In this
respect, a new concept has been developed which is explained
in Sec. III-H.
Apart from that, another limitation has to be taken into
account when considering a wheeled mobile manipulator like
Rollin’ Justin. In general, arbitrary translational and rotational
trajectories of the platform may be realized. However, dynamic
singularities exist which lead to infeasible control inputs and
hence to stressing of the mechanical structure. A consistent
motion of the platform can only be achieved if the wheels are
aligned to the instantaneous center of rotation (ICR) which is
defined by the translational and rotational velocity of the base:(
xICR
yICR
)
= F (vx, vy, vθ) (4)
The non-injective function F describes the relation between
the Cartesian velocities of the mobile base and the location of
the ICR which is defined by the coordinates xICR and yICR.
A graphical interpretation of (4) is given in Fig. 8. The wheel
orientations and velocities vw,1 to vw,4 align to the ICR.
If the ICR approaches one wheel, its steering velocity
increases to fulfill the hard kinematic constraint. Crossing a
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Fig. 7. Self-collision avoidance between left hand and right hand/wrist. The distances between the potentially colliding links (upper plots) generate repulsive
forces (center plots). The velocities of the approaching body parts lead to configuration dependent damping forces (bottom plots).
wheel center point would require an infinite steering velocity
which is obviously not feasible. Therefore, these dynamic
configurations have to be avoided. Beside applying constraints
on the accessible velocity space [30], also a reactive method
[31] has been introduced to tackle the problem. In [23],
we proposed such an approach which is again based upon
repulsive potential fields. The ICR is actively repelled from the
wheels so as to keep the required steering velocities bounded.
The placement of the fields is illustrated in Fig. 9. A peculiarity
of mobile platforms we can benefit from is that through the
accelerations in x-, y- and θ-direction, we may directly affect
the ICR velocity. Therefore, we are able to abruptly stop the
motion of the ICR without deceleration, if necessary. This is
due to the fact that the ICR is just a virtual point and does
not possess an inherent inertia.
As a peculiarity of the variable footprint of the platform, we
are also able generate repulsive forces acting independently on
each wheel in leg-direction in order to repel the wheels from
the ICR. Hence, a two-sided repulsion is achieved to avoid
the singular configurations. Adaptable potential fields have to
be used in order to prevent overlaps which would result in
obstructive local minima. The strategy is demonstrated in Fig.
10. Notice that the definition of a single ICR for the whole
platform does not hold any longer in the case of such leg
maneuvers, since each wheel becomes a separate rigid body
while moving.
We present results from simulations and experiments on the
real system in Fig. 11. In this experiment, the leg lengths are
kept constant. A trajectory starting at time tstart is depicted
in the ICR space and has been validated in simulation (with
and without repulsion of the ICR) and experiments (activated
ICR repulsion). Critical situations occur at time 9 s, 15 s, and
18 s. In the case of activated control, the ICR path is deviated.
The corresponding steering velocities are plotted in Fig. 12.
Evidently, the peaks from the non-controlled case are lowered
when ICR repulsion is active. However, shifting the ICR has
to be paid with a deviation from the nominal trajectory. Thus a
trade-off between steering velocity and tracking performance
has to be found.
In the following experiment, the additional repulsion of the
wheels is activated. Such a leg maneuver does not have to be
paid with anything but the varying footprint. A demonstration
is provided by Fig. 13, wherein the wheel center point moves
from A to B. In this example, the deviations from the nominal
trajectory are 32 % below the values of locked legs. A more
detailed discussion on all these experimental results can be
found in [23].
F. Task Execution
As a benefit of the autonomous whole-body coordination of
our highly redundant robot, a task can be defined in the low-
dimensional Cartesian space of the TCPs. We implemented a
passive impedance control [32] which complies with the law
τ imp = g(q)−
(
∂Vimp(q,Xodo, t)
∂q
)T
−Dimp(q)q˙ . (5)
Gravity effects are compensated by g(q). A spatial spring
which is spanned between actual and desired TCP frame is
defined by the potential Vimp(q,Xodo, t). Due to the mobility
of the manipulator, the odometry Xodo is required here.
Additional damping is injected through Dimp(q). From a
passivity point of view, any positive semi-definite matrix can
be applied. Within this work, Dimp(q) is chosen such that
desired damping ratios are realized. This is again achieved
by utilizing the double diagonalization [29] of the effective
mass matrix and the Hessian of the potential function, i. e.,
∂2Vimp(q,Xodo, t)/∂q
2, in task coordinates.
The potential according to the spatial spring which is
spanned between two frames H1 ∈ SE(3) and H2 ∈ SE(3)
will be denoted by Vs(H1,H2,K), wherein K represents the
parameterization of the impedance, i. e., the spatial stiffness.
Correspondingly, Vimp(q,Xodo, t) can be expressed by
Vimp(q,Xodo, t) = Vs(Hr(q,Xodo),H
d
r (t),Kr)+
Vs(H l(q,Xodo),H
d
l (t),Kl) (6)
since both the right and the left TCP are regarded (subscripts
r and l).
G. Maintaining the Manipulability and Realizing Desired
Impedances for Torso and Base
The structural redundancy of the robot can be utilized in
order to maintain a proper manipulability. In this respect,
a singularity avoidance for the arms has been designed to
prevent rank deficiency of the Jacobian matrix JC(q) of the
Cartesian impedance. A spatially bounded potential function
is set up to keep the kinematic manipulability measure
mkin(q) =
√
det(JC(q)JC(q)T ) (7)
on a sufficiently high level. More details on the algorithm by
Ott can be found in [32].
In terms of providing an unrestricted stereo vision, specific
postures of the torso support the neck joint actuators in
positioning the camera system in the head. Likewise, a separate
trajectory for the mobile base enables to handle obstacles in
the workspace of the robot which are known in advance or
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Fig. 8. Consistent motion of the mobile platform around the instantaneous
center of rotation (ICR), depicted in the platform body frame (superscript b).
The whole structure is one rigid body since the leg lengths are kept constant
here.
Fig. 9. Repulsive potentials placed around the wheel center points to repel
the ICR from the wheels.
Fig. 10. Feasible potential field extensions for the ICR repulsion. The
extension depends on the location of the wheels to prevent obstructive
overlaps.
given by a higher level planning instance online. A potential
function can be set up including these two issues (subscript t
for torso and b for mobile base):
Vtb,imp(q, t,Xodo) = Vs(Ht(q),H
d
t (t),Kt)+
Vs(Hb(Xodo),H
d
b(t),Kb) (8)
The parameterizations of the impedances to realize the pos-
tures are specified by Kt and Kb.
H. Redundancy Resolution to Deal with Singular Jacobian
Matrices and to Integrate Unilateral Constraints into the Task
Hierarchy
We are currently working on a novel technique to deal
with singular Jacobian matrices concerning their null space
projectors [24]. The method can also be utilized to integrate
unilateral constraints into a task hierarchy [33], for example,
repulsive potentials with limited potential extension. As long
as they are deactivated, the projection into the null space of
that task shall be unrestricted, i. e., described by the identity
matrix I . The activation locks certain directions abruptly due
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Fig. 11. The instantaneous center of rotation in the platform body frame.
Activated ICR control avoids the singular locations around the wheel center
points.
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to the arising singularities indicated in Fig. 11.
to a change of the rank of the Jacobian matrix J ∈ Rm×n of
the primary task (n: number of DOF; m: dimension of task).
By applying conventional approaches, that activation process
induces discontinuities in the control law. In this context,
we developed a new method to provide a controlled, smooth
transition online by specifically limiting the torque derivative
which results from the projection via the null space projector
N .
N = I − V AdesV T (9)
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Fig. 13. Simulated ICR in body frame (blue/solid: deactivated leg motion,
red/dashed: activated leg motion, black/chain dotted: possible wheel location).
Ades = diag
(
ades,1, ades,2, . . . , ades,m,01×(n−m)
)
(10)
The right-singular vectors or the directions of the Jacobian
matrix, respectively, are comprised by V . Through the variable
diagonal activator matrix Ades, we are able to smooth the
activation/deactivation process of the respective directions. By
shaping the elements ades,1 to ades,m continuously within the
range 0 . . . 1, the transition is smoothed. Frequently, unilateral
constraints are described by row vector Jacobians. Just think
of the mechanical end stops (Sec. III-E) or the arm singularity
avoidance (Sec. III-G), to name just two examples. In such
a case, (9) degrades to a simple multiplication including the
normalized Jacobian row vector and the first element of Ades.
No singular value decomposition or any matrix inversion
has to be performed which turns the method into a very
computing time efficient technique within the redundancy
resolution concept. Furthermore, the method is particularly
intuitive due to the geometrical interpretation.
I. Discussion on Reactive Control - Capabilities and Limita-
tions
The major advantage of reactive methods is the capability of
dealing with unforeseen events, unmodeled environments and
the unpredictability of, for example, human behavior in the
workspace of the robot. Nevertheless, reactivity has the well-
known drawback of being only a local method that always
suffers from local minima and the lack of global information
about the scene. There is no way around a global planning
level. Indeed, utilizing reactive components may reduce the
high level path planning burden [13], as Khatib has already
stated in 1986 [16], but only the combination with a planning
layer is able to resolve those issues. If the intensity of a
disturbance is too high, online replanning becomes necessary.
Although the article does not particularly focus on planning,
we want to draw attention to this very essential issue. In
Fig. 3, an indication has already been given by the block
”Localization/Planning/Trajectory Generation” in the signal
flow chart. A wide field of research focuses on online path
planning or trajectory modification subject to real-time sensor
data [34], [35]. Key issues are fast trajectory computation in
order to allow real-time applicability as well as a smart usage
of global data.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE
WHOLE-BODY CONTROL
In the following, the redundancy resolution from [26] is
utilized and experiments are performed. The hierarchy is
specified as follows:
• The top priority is defined by a superposition of the safety
features (collision avoidance, self-collision avoidance)
and the task execution (Cartesian impedance w.r.t. the
TCPs). The latter is designed to be outplayed by the
safety tasks if necessary.
• The secondary tasks (singularity avoidances, mechanical
end stops, impedances for torso and base, null space
damping) are realized in the null space of the Cartesian
impedance.
As explained in Sec. III-B, some physical constraints are given
a lower priority than the task execution because a large number
of DOF is available on Justin in order to comply with these
constraints without disturbing the main task. Note that the
redundancy resolution concept of Sec. III-H is not used here
but will be integrated in a future work.
Although only two major priority levels exist, a more
detailed hierarchy is achieved by proper choice and design of
the subtasks within one level. Moreover, the fact is exploited
that several subtasks do not have any intersections. Examples
are the decoupling of the upper body singularity avoidance
(Sec. III-G) and the dynamic singularity avoidance of the
mobile base (Sec. III-E), or the decoupling of the upper body
mechanical end stop potentials and the platform impedance.
Hence, undesired and undefined competitions on one priority
level are avoided. See [26] for a detailed discussion of all
combinations of the involved tasks.
Several experiments are conducted to demonstrate the per-
formance of the control structure. First, the step response of
the right TCP in the case of a forward motion (∆x = 0.2 m)
is evaluated. All subtasks are activated and the translational
stiffness of the Cartesian impedance is set to Kt = 500 N/m.
As it can be seen in Fig. 14, the actual settling time is less than
0.5 s. Besides, the overshooting is mentionable which can be
traced back to the delayed behavior of the platform due to the
admittance coupling, see Fig. 14 (bottom), and a damping ratio
of ζ = 0.7 in the impedance. As the impedance is basically a
PD-controller and does not possess an integrating component,
a steady-state error may remain which is observable in the
upper plots. The excitation in x-direction also affects the other
two translational directions marginally. The steady-state errors
can be reduced by using a higher translational stiffness.
The second experiment shows the robot behavior in the case
of a continuous trajectory (see first chart in Fig. 16). The initial
configuration is depicted in Fig. 15 (a). The right TCP frame
is commanded to move forward 1 m and then back to the
initial frame, see Fig. 15 (b). Apparently, the controller leads
to a totally different configuration when approaching the initial
frame again. The second chart in Fig. 16 depicts a quadratic
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Fig. 14. Step response for a translational TCP motion in x-direction with a
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Fig. 15. Snapshots during the experiment. While the right TCP is in the
same configuration in both pictures, the reactive whole-body control leads
to a completely different joint configuration after task execution in (b). All
required controllers are computed on-board. The cables are used to facilitate
the experimental evaluation.
norm of selected null space subtask torques to allow direct
comparison. Obviously, returning does not lead to the same
subtask participation. For example, the upper body singularity
avoidance is more crucial while moving forward to prevent
outstreched arms than it is when moving backward. In contrast,
the avoidance of mechanical end stops is only active during
the backward motion (after 11 s). That complies well with the
intuition of the observer when looking at the configurations of
the robot (Fig. 15). Apparently, Justin is closer to its workspace
boundaries in the right snapshot than it is in the left one.
The third chart depicts the norms of the top priority tasks
as well as the null space projection (projected subtasks from
the second chart). It is noticeable that the collision avoidance
only affects the behavior while moving backward. But that
is actually plausible: Since the arm is faster than the inert
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Fig. 16. Robot behavior for a continuous trajectory of the right TCP with an
impedance stiffness of Kt = 500N/m (translational) and Kr = 100Nm/rad
(rotational) and a damping ratio of ζ = 0.7.
mobile base, a self-collision between the right hand and the
torso has to be avoided while the platform is still accelerating.
The last plot illustrates the base velocities which are output of
the platform admittance simulation. The significantly different
configuration in Fig. 15 (right) in comparison to the initial
pose is primarily caused by the asymmetrical commands for
the mobile platform.
The third experiment shows the performance of the con-
troller while a human is interacting with the robot, see Fig.
17. The user pushes the right TCP away from its desired
position and orientation at t = 1 s and t = 5 s. Thereupon,
the mobile base tries to compensate for that error (bottom
plot). This, in turn, leads to a null space motion w.r.t. the
Cartesian impedance task. When releasing the TCP, the re-
maining platform velocity and the impedance induce a small
overshoot before a steady state is reached again. That effect
can be reduced by applying a higher stiffness to the TCPs.
Another possibility would be to consider the platform velocity
within the damping design of the Cartesian impedance (5). It is
also noticeable that a rotational deviation of the TCP of almost
1 deg remains. Two possible sources can be identified: On the
one hand, the missing integrating component in the impedance
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Fig. 17. TCP deviations and platform commands while interacting with a
human. The robot is in reactive whole-body control mode.
controller (PD controller) prevents a zero steady-state error.
On the other hand, the mobile base is designed to move only
if a force threshold is exceeded. That avoids a permanent
reorientation phase of the wheels in the goal configuration
of the robot. Hence, even a very small intervention of the
collision avoidance may cause the Cartesian impedance to miss
the target slightly.
Finally, we present several snapshots from another experi-
ment. This time an object shall be approached and grasped
by the robot. In this context, an external camera tracking
system is utilized. Snapshots during the motion are provided
in Fig. 18. The planning is done by interpolating between
the initial TCP frame and the identified object frame. The 6
DOF trajectory consists of simple 3rd order polynomials. The
robot is approaching the object on the table and the platform
is repelled from it when the distance is close. A naturally
looking whole-body motion is achieved. Finally, Justin grasps
the object and reaches the same left TCP configuration as in
the beginning of the experiment. The total time amounts to
about 13 s.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we presented a control framework for re-
active mobile manipulation of torque controlled, wheeled
humanoid robots. We applied the approach to the humanoid
Rollin’ Justin of the DLR. A variety of simultaneous tasks
was executed by utilizing the large number of DOF the
manipulator is equipped with. Among other aspects, these
comprise safety issues like self-collision avoidance, collision
Fig. 18. The robot is grasping an object with the left hand. The 6 DOF
TCP trajectory is realized while multiple objectives are reached reactively
and simultaneously.
avoidance with external objects and compliant interaction with
the environment. Moreover, physical constraints are fulfilled
and criteria like maintaining the manipulability are achieved by
integrating reactive subtasks via null space projections. Robust
task execution which can be planned in a low-dimensional
operational space completes the framework. We integrated the
newest results of the robotic community on dynamic mobile
manipulation control and gave solutions to several still open
questions. Various experiments on the real robotic system
demonstrated the performance of our approach.
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